Abstract:
The purposes of this study were to study learning abilities and satisfaction towards product-based learning of the undergraduate student teachers. The samples were 55 undergraduate student teachers who studied in the 3rd year in education program and registered in ED331 Methodologies for Creating Integrated Learning and ED332 Local Curriculum courses in the first semester of academic year 2018. The instruments were the lesson plans, the rubric criteria forms of students’ abilities in doing products or projects and teamwork skills, an academic achievement test and a learning satisfaction questionnaire. The results were as follows:

1. The scores on teamwork skills, and products or projects of the undergraduate student teachers who were taught through the product-based learning were higher than the criterion and the academic achievement was higher than the criterion.
2. The mean score of the satisfaction towards product-based learning of the undergraduate student teachers was at the high level both overall and knowledge and benefit aspects at the .01 level of statistical significance.
3. The undergraduate student teachers had positively comments towards product-based learning such as deep understanding both theory and real practice about teaching strategies, various activities design, writing lesson plans, reflection and new idea/experience exchange.
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